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 Automated flows minimize manual tasks at 
McNeil.  
When the pharmaceutical company McNeil in Helsingborg was to upgrade 
its PAS-X, the overall MES system that controls and monitors large parts of 
their production, Prevas was engaged to develop Middleware that minimizes 
the risk of incorrect manual entries.  

“The goal was to link the automation systems with the MES,” says Mårten Åkesson, head of the automation 
group at McNeil. “Previously, it was the operators who were the connection between the two systems, 
which entailed a risk of incorrect entries and quality deficiencies, in addition to unnecessary work. During 
our internal discussions, we came to the conclusion that we wanted to build the system on a configurable 
standard platform that can also be used in the future for other applications besides PAS-X.” 

McNeil specializes in manufacturing medicine for self-care, i.e. products that can be bought without a 
prescription at pharmacies and in the grocery stores. The facility in Helsingborg is a global center for 
manufacturing, research and development of smoking cessation products under the Nicorette brand, but 
also for products in the areas of digestive health as well as coughs and colds. McNeil has been part of the 
American Johnson & Johnson Group since 2006 and was in March 2021 recognized as a World Economic 
Forum 4IR Lighthouse site. 

“We have developed Middleware that enables PAS-X and the automation systems at McNeil to talk to each 
other, which they could not before,” says Lise-Lotte Thuse, project manager at Prevas.  

The Middleware she developed together with three colleagues from Prevas contains a web-based log 
where, for example, operators, technicians and quality managers can get an overview of information that 
has passed the Middleware as well as any error messages. There is a specially built .NET component that 
receives and sends information between PAS-X and AVEVA System Platform (formerly Wonderware). 



Because McNeil is in the pharmaceutical industry, all steps in development are subject to laws and 
regulations – everything from security aspects to data integrity, validation and verification. Prevas 
consultants have been able to assist McNeil in complying with these laws and regulations during the project 
thanks to long-term projects with similar challenges in various industries.  

“It takes creativity, experience and problem solving on our part as consultants to be able to present good 
proposals on how we can meet the set requirements,” says Lise-Lotte Thuse. “This is also one of the most 
enjoyable parts of the job and I feel that our collaboration with McNeil has been very good, and we’ve been 
able to achieve good results.” 

The upgraded version of PAS-X was rolled out at McNeil in Helsingborg at the beginning of 2021. In June of 
2021, all additional services were in place and Prevas' role went over to system administration and support.  

More about the collaboration between Prevas and McNeil.  

 

 

For more information, please contact: 
Åsa Sandberg, Consultant Manager West, Prevas AB, Mobil: +46 72 247 59 01, E-mail: asa.sandberg@prevas.se   
Ylva Amrén, Business Regional Manager West, Prevas AB, Mobil: +46 73 075 71 52, E-mail: ylva.amren@prevas.se  
Mårten Åkesson, Manager Process Automation and Execution Systems, McNeil AB,  
Mobil: +46 727 28 16 4073 075 71 52, E-mail: makesson@its.jnj.com       

About Prevas 
Prevas is a development hub with ingenuity at its core. With high technical expertise and deep business understanding, 
we help customers from a wide variety of industries to benefit through continuous technological innovation. Good for 
people, the planet and profits. Prevas was established in 1985 and currently employs 800 people in Sweden, Denmark 
and Norway. Prevas has been listed on NASDAQ Stockholm since 1998. For more information about Prevas, visit 
www.prevas.com. 
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